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Timmy Ann Kristine Chen
Timmy Ann Kristine Chen is a sophomore taking up BS in Management Information
Systems at Ateneo De Manila University from the Philippines. Her interests include
utilizing technology for a more effective and efficient system. She would like to work
someday as a solutions architect who integrates and programs software systems to
ensure that specific business needs are solved. She is interested in an internship
and part-time work for future career opportunities.

Janella Chua
Janella Chua is a sophomore taking up BS in Environmental Science in Ateneo De Manila
University from the Philippines. Her interests include sustainable development goals (SDGs),
educational and societal inclusivity, environmental ustainability, wildlife conservation and
protection for indigenous tribes, and climate justice. She would like to work someday as an
environmental consultant that reviews and assesses environmental impact statements. She is
interested in an internship so that she may have enough experience for future career
opportunities that await her.

Giolo Roberto Lopez
Giolo Lopez is a sophomore taking up BS in Management Information Systems at
Ateneo De Manila University from the Philippines. He would like to work someday
as a management consultant that reviews and assesses business statements. He is
interested in an internship so that he may have enough experience for future
career opportunities that await him and prepare him to enter the workforce upon
graduation.

Hanz Khalil Gollon
Hanz Khalil Gollon is a sophomore taking up BS in Psychology in De La Salle
University from the Philippines. He has a vested interest in sustainable
development in my country. He also would want to someday be a psychologist or
psychometrician aiding his fellow countrymen and their lives. If given the
opportunity, he would take up an internship to get a feel for his field's requirements
as well as a way to learn what challenges he will face when he starts his career.

Plastic Fischer’s Triple L Initiative can attack
the problem of plastic waste in the Citarum
River, one of the most polluted rivers in the
world, swiftly, at scale, and with the
involvement of local communities through
the use of local, low-cost, and low-tech
solutions.
They invented the TrashBoom, a quick and
simple way to halt floating debris in
waterways on the spot. It is ideal for large
regions with slow flow rates and it selfaligns and adjusts to the water level.
Moreover, the initiative can be swiftly
reproduced, repaired, and developed in
emerging areas in East Asia.

